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 This research aims to study 1) the general features of rubber exporters and rubber 
export business in Songkhla Province 2) rubber export procedures 3) rubber exporterss 
satisfaction towards the services provided by Padang Besar Customs and Songkhla Deep 
Seaport and 4) problems and threats on rubber export. The primary data was collected via the 
interview of 50 rubber exporters, who are served by Padang Besar Customs and Songkhla Deep 
Seaport. The structured questionnaires were applied, and the descriptive statistics were 
implemented for the data analysis. 
 The results reveal that most of the rubber exporters are male with the average age of 
35.8 years old and bachelor degree educated. The exporters have experienced in rubber 
business for 10.6 years in average. The majority, 70%, are export managers. The rubber 
businesses have been operated for 15.3 years in average. The major products are ribbed smoke 
sheets. The average production capacity is 1,942.0 tons a month. The output quantities, 96.0%, 
are exported in 20ft containers. The major export market is Japan. The entrepreneurs, who 
produce block rubbers, have the average production capacity for 2,434.0 tons a month. The 
output quantities, 94.0%, are exported in 20ft containers. The major export market is China. 
The entrepreneurs, who produce concentrated latex, have the average production capacity for 
1,425.0 tons a month. The output quantities, 92.9%, are exported in flexi-bags and tankers. The 
major export markets are China and Malaysia. The trading term of three commodities is FOB 
basis. Most of the ribbed smoke sheets and block rubbers are transported from the factories to 
Padang Besar borders by trucks and trains. Meanwhile, the latex transportation is applied via 
trucks to Sadao border. Most of the rubber exporters prepare the export documents themselves 




The service duration at the customs takes more than 60 minutes a time. However, the exporters 
express that the reasonable service duration should be 30 minutes a time of service.  
 When comparing the export expense of ribbed smoke sheets to China via Songkhla 
Deep Seaport and Padang Besar border in order to be on board at Penang port, it reveals as 
following. The export expense via Penang port is lower than Songkhla port for 6,100 baht a 
container. The rubber exporters are highly satisfied with the overall services provided by 
Padang Besar Customs. However, the satisfaction towards the overall services provided by 
Songkhla Deep Seaport is moderately rated.     
The rubber exporters, 8.0%, express their views regarding the export problems as 
details. The services provided by the customs are slow. The numbers of officers in charge are 
limited and the area is inadequate. The facilities are often out of order such as forklifts and 
cranes. This results in longer time for empty container reception and heavy container return. 
The watercourse is shallow so the big vessels are incapable of docking. Finally, the alternatives 
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	4	%AC24	/	+A8	4/0
 6, 1 0+A8	

	+A8	4/0




























%	/,/A 8.4	/	8/4	%A	+%B %	 +A	/#
 
(+.#.) +A62. %




















5) 2. (Customs) 
2.	4	%A	#A# 8../,00A	% 8.
	/	/+%#2,4	%A	4	5 #4	/4.	+A+	/C






	B /#A/,/A 3,/8% 
6.1) G0	A #A+  
#4	/ 8.0@,0	04 /	A/ A 8.\		2
%0A 95,		8.r0++#0+A02# .. 2481 8.
G%,6	6.6,		04	%A	
	?	8.+% ?,0+
AA	 @-/08- @-/0/@-/%/	/ @-/0

















4/+AA	3%. 11,000 0 95	3,/#0. 8.	E0@-/





6.3) JA	  
#4	/0@,0	A	 @.+,0+%B %	 8@%	#A	 













 G0	A 		2	4JA	 8.#2. 6,
,		#.$4/0%8000E,E (One Stop Service) 
.,










4/0%8000E,E (One Stop Service) 6,#/4	/?4	%A	
4/00@%	,%	8.,			?	+	A/ $ 2,,A	 	
	AA#,A8%@-/% #G.,	A	G	+,+%8.2,4/0+?-%	84.%
% 4/0%8000E,E (One Stop Service) #?	+	,	? 
3.1) @-/%#A#J%8%J 	?@## 
















%	$ (800 12) 6,,+#0,	? 
3.3.1) 0@%	,%	2.
%	$+ 
3.3.2) 00	/ (Invoice) 


















00ACr0+		/ 958+%,#	//#+ +/8/4//4	/ 










/	* 2.1 .	&	*		 
























2.1.3 		0	&	*		'  
		@-/@.+C#+#2,6.8./A 3	@-/




4%%	-8@%	#A	#2,#$/. 70 #-.%%?4#, 
.#








	A. 5 @%	# ( 2547-2551) 3#%#$
. 2.6-2.7 ./	+	 6,	 2551 ##$%@%	,%	,09J-G5 
1,101,117 +	 ,	/. 41.2 #$%?4#,  .#3,/8% %

84.#W0  ,%	2.,  %
. 8.%
2=  	A	 492,384 373,574  
290,888 8. 173,295 +	 ,	/. 18.4  14.0 10.9 8. 6.5 #$%
?4#, +#.,0  %A	,%	2.
	B ##$%A#	%0 244,025 +	 
,	/. 9.1 #$%?4#,  #
000#$%
	 2547 0A% #$#%@%	,%	,09J##$#5?	#$ 
/. 13  %A	%





	/. 0.5  27.2 8. 49.8 (+ 2.1) 4E	3,/A%	%AA.+?8+% 2547-2551 

























+ 2.1  #$%@%	2./%
  2547-2551 
#++	 (/.) 
#: ,,8.# G0	A, 2552()  
 
2) +.,%3 
3#,%A	%#$/. 40 %?4#,6. 
%A	4%%3+.,4. 3,/8% 	 2<	 #.9 4# 8.4.+/ 
	 	@-/	/	,0 1  3+?8+% 2547 	+/	#  .# 







8.+06+%A,EA  	 2549  3%A	80%+.,-2,		,	,%A	
#$/. 43.0 
6,	 2551 %3	#	A	#2,	A	  824, 833 +	 
.#3,/8% +.,#.9 398,043 +	 2<	 394,742 +	 8.4= 219,986 +	 




+ 2.2 #$%3.  2547-2551 






































































1 2  345 	!6!7 !	36,( # 89  
2547 525,654 619,800 249,196 383,695 171,668 291,670 395,413 2,637,096 
2548 540,485 573,385 237,858 403,506 185,308 281,090 410,766 2,632,398 
2549 492,740 747,168 210,784 442,664 173,477 261,882 442,958 2,771,673 
2550 405,599 827,369 213,080 413,049 151,824 262,182 430,659 2,703,762 
2551 394,742 824,833 219,986 398,043 154,340 249,509 433,830 2,675,283 
#: G0	A, 2552()  
 
3) #$ 8.#-.%% 
	,3%#$#2, 3 	,08
 8% 8@%	#A	  
8.	?/	 95%38+%.##$8+%.	,8++%	 40




	 2551 ##$%??	 2.6 ./	#++	 #5?	 2547 0.038 
./	#++	 6,%	-8% 	A	 1,132,135 +	 8@%	#A	 	A	 796,549 










+ 2.3 #$%8+#D  2547-2551  
4	%A : #++	 
  
13
#: G0	A, 2552() 
 
	 2547 ##-.%%A# 137,604.1 ./	0 80%	 8@%	#A	#
#-.% 49,050.1 ./	0 8% 53,402.9 ./	0 	?/	 34,651.7 ./	0 8.
	B 
##-.% 499.5 ./	0 #
00 2551 #-.%%A# 223,628.3 ./	0 #5?	 
86,024.0 ./	0 6,8@%	#A	##-.%% 69,173.4 ./	0 8%##-.%% 
87,500.0 ./	0 8.	?/	##-.%% 46,110.5  ./	0 (+ 2.4) 
 
+ 2.4 #-.%%8+#D  2547-2551 
4	%A : ./	0 
#: G0	A, 2552() 
1 	:+& 	:& .		( 89  
2547 1,003,384 997,952 493,081 142,679 2,637096 
2548 920,972 1,109,327 488,675 113,424 2,632,398 
2549 938,984 1,069,345 555,905 207,439 2,771,673 
2550 861,326 1,103,848 510,489 228,099 2,703,762 
2551 796,549 1,132,135 509,375 237,224 2,675,283 
1 	:+&
 
	:& .		( 89  
2547 49,050.1 53,402.9 34,651.7 499.5 137,604.1 
2548 47,902.0 63,936.6 36,535.7 494.1 148,868.5 
2549 68,620.3 83,869.9 52,357.8 513.4 205,361.5 
2550 64,022.1 73,061.5 49,717.6 7,555.2 194,356.4 










%D+/ 0,/A ,%	2.,        
,%	2.,09J 8.%
. ,.,+%3	? (+ #$6+, 2551) 
1) ,%	2.,  
+?-%4#-% 7 0A$0/	3-64.	 +0.	# D, 4A,. #
8,	+,0#.9,%	0-+-+# (64.	) ,4J 	%	/6,
G	+J,/A/	4.A4#. 4  3
#+,0G		 Highway #.9 Y1|
#.9+/#,%	,#/	4	%	/.,D (Duty  Free Shop) +,8,	3 
	/4	% 3,/8% 
/3vv} 2$J~ 
?@/ 	/26D06D 4./8.024 
	+/	 6,0A$,%	2.,	+/0A .%A
 #,+?2#	
2+4#8000A 0C@%	8,	0,/A ,%	2. ,%	+A	/
#
 ,%	+A
 8.,%	,4	 A.,,,%	%A 5.00 	.-21.00 	.  
,%	2., 	,%	2.04A%30#.9 #A#
8.#	,4%2,	D+/ ##-.%	/	/-%#$ 2 8	./	0+% 
/#-.G+%@%	,%	,	 2551 0A%#%	?/	%3







#5?	   
2) ,%	2.,09J 
+?-%+2D0.,09J +0.,09J D, 4A,. +,
8,	#.9,%	,09J J. 	%	/?G	+J8.
G3v 6,G	+J/4.A8@%	,	4#. 4054 9584.A8@%	,	






(Duty Free Shop) +,08,	3	/4	%3,/8% 	/26D06D 

/3vv} 4./ 8.024 	+/	 4%/3#$ 1 6.#+ 	+?2#	#/	
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?	4A,D+/ 3,/8% 4A,. + +-. 0  
2IJC	 8.	C# 6,%3	 2<	 4# 4D






3 +?-%0A$.0. +0.4A D4	 4A,. 4%























4A,. /. 50  8./. 50  6	+?-%4A,2rJC	 + +-. 
0 8.1++	 (# _-A, 2546) 
2.1.5 *-	<6	,	& 




%	/ ,	? (#2., 2552) 
1) D0		/ 	800#J#2.4	,4/@-/%+/












	+##+ 19 A 
%	/+/02C	.0 
%	/.03 (RE-EXPORT) 
1.2) 800 .103 /@%	@	0/%3%	 /40
%	/3%	r0+C0		/	.$#2.4	,3A/ 	
#A.00r0+2. .. 2544 







2.1)  0		/ 0,/A+/	W008.	 1 W00 
2.2) 0	/ (Invoice) 2 W00  
2.3) 800C2+% (Foreign Transaction Form) : C+. 1 	A	 2 W00 






























0		/3#%+/+A0C (Green Line) 400		/



























	?	#2#? 4 #2# 
4.5) 	/%




	+##+ 19 A 
2.1.6 .	!(	)&  Paperless <6	  
00 Paperless 	00#2./ 
4/,		C2.	3
8003/ 6,#+/	/00		/ 8.0.
	/	/ (Goods Control 
List) %A	0	/4/,	C2.,/A00 EDI +#,# 6,6 
Paperless 	?  	/400	8./8./A 0.2#
,		C%
	,/A  %/#-.0.
	/	/ (Goods Control List) 
%/#-.	
/ (E-Manifest) %/#-.D/ (E-Payment)  
1) ?	+	/	00 Paperless  
1.1) +#/#-. Invoice 8.0		/.0	68#0	  
  
18
1.2) TIFFA 8./#-.4/-%	-800 XML, ebXML   
1.3 ..9E	.E	J (Digital Signature) %	%3#2.  




1.6) #2. +0.0 (Response) 8.4/.0	.0#  
1.7) +#/#-.0.
	/	/ 6,,5/#-.68# Ezy Plus #/ 
Goods Control List  








	 SUB GATE  
1.11) 	0.
	/	/3+A.%   
2) 2$#0+68#
000 Paperless Customs 
2.1) #G+#/#-. invoice 0	4	/,A 6,J4
0/#-. 
Invoice #D	
 import /68#  
2.2) +/#G+A0G	/#-.%8.0 4	/68#3,/  
2.3) 	$@-/0/ EDI -% +/#G Migrate /#-./-%00 
Paperless 3,/  
2.4)  A#A##G	 export /#-.
?		+%B %	 invoice #	
-8003v.J+%B 3,/ %	 Excel file 
	3/	+%B 3,/  
2.5) 0#JvJ#+%B $+/ print 3,	C800 
Manual  





/4	,#2. 8#/	,02,	#  
2.8)  +/	AA#,A	 download /#-.#2.3,/ 








 %	 ACCESS, SQL, 
ORACLE 	+/	  
2.11)  0..9E	.E	J?	,0 Sign  4
%4/@-/	2#+ 
3) .2%#@-//	 
3.1) @-/%   
3.2) +A8	% Shipping, Customs Broker   
3.3) @-/4/0J0	 (Counter Service)  
4) 6	J/00 Paperless 
4.1) .,/	,	C2. %	 08	0+%B   
4.2) +#/#	/A/-%00
	B 3,/% 000	 Paperless 
	2,#+/	68#









5) ?	+	#00 Paperless   
5.1) 00..9E	.E	J (Digital Signature) 04	%A	 
TOT CA   
5.2) ,0	/00 Paperless 0#2. (/8008	0/ 1  4 
+#G	@-/
	/)  
5.3) #/00 TIFFA 
,		+,+?68#0	 Ezy Plus 
/#68#.9E	.E	J  
5.4) ,00#2.  
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% :6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( 





1) A#4#A#5  
A#5	A#-/502.	,/	0A 95#@-/4/A#4#A#5
3A/4.A#4# ,	? 
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J A2\		J (2544) .%AA% A,A#5.-/4/4.AC
3,/8% +# /	8	 %	4/.-/+08000G#8.8,A#,4E	 4

%		3/0-%8% A4J.-/,#rC/0 A
A#5.-/ 95#G3,/4.AC %	 8000G# #D$J
6,+ #D$J6J =.= 
2+ CJ	C2J (2540) .%AA% AC/800A,A#54

	+	0A6,/AC3.J (Likert) 4	,/A#2/	800A,A#5
#4/8		6,+0A% 4E	,/A%3,/ 5 8		 4E	,/A3,/ 4 8		 4E	





















 ,A#0 8.5 
# +2 (2538) 3,/.%AA% 04#G5 	AA#,A	

+%B 6,4/0,+/#.$	0,/AA##D ++%A. 
4/0+%	
8./A4	/ 
D.$J 	A. (2541) 3,/.%AA% 4/0#2$D 6,#+A8	#/
	4	,2$D0,	? 
1) A#G-+/I4# 0,4/#5?	+#I4#6,W0
004/	+/#/0 %	 0D 00+	 95+/
A02#4/G-+/+#008.,		4/	3+#I4# 







?	 2.2%# 22A 3,//0D,A	 2$D
,A	3,/%%#	 6,3#%#/A/	 
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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A# 	 0 9504.%	?
#2$D,E+%#
02.8.0A	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3) 0A	0 A#0,@-/00 5?	-%00A	
0A,EA ,	 #00 8.,A 		
 +/4/@-/00-/5A%AC0
3#%	/ #?	+	0%8.@,.,	/ 
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2 (2542) 24.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#$	 	- (2543) 3,/500A#5@-/<A	+%
060.<0	 D<0	 4A,.2 6,#A+G2J
5
00A#5@-/<A	+%060.<0	 5.2%#
+A%	A	 336 	 ,		5	%A 3 ,
	2,/0#$ 2542 
A4J/#-.6,4%/. 8		W. %A#00	#+	 8.,0
#+	6,/,0% (T-test) ,0%v (F-test) 8.,0A#
8++%-%6,ACvv (Scheffe Method) 
@.50A% A#5@-/<A	60.<0	+%0
60.<0	 	,0	. 6,@-/<A 8.4#A#5+%
060.<0	3#%8++%	 @-/<A#2 ,05 8./00
.	+%	#A#5+%060.<0	8++%	%#
	G+ α = 0.01 @-/<A	0G
	2C8.	0G
	.##A#5
+%060.<0	8++%	%#	G+ α = 0.05 
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	:J (2548) 3,/5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@-/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#24A% 15-70  	A	+A% 225 	 E0A0A#/#-.6,#D$J 
A4J/#-.,/AG+ /. %W. %A	00	#+	 8.4#	CJJ	 
(Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient) 
@.50A% 	DA#@-//0#A#5#2,
 3,/00
,AA,EA 6,#%W. 3.0 .#3,/8% C0A0ACr0++	%G-AC
8J 6,,E	@-//0#A#5	/2, 
 3,/0+A
8J 6,#%W. 2.1 .# 3,/8%  #%A	%A#	+,	.
/AC
0. 8		#	CJ	/08.8J4/A.0@-//0 6,#
%W. 2.2 %	 %A		,/	A##	CJ4A%2$.$0A#5
00A% 2 5-2, 8.3,/0A+%,
	+%	#A##	CJ0A0
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6	, 4A,. #%A	%A## A#5#8.14 2
	,			2	4#-%0/	 6,E0/#-.#2	4#-%0/		
?	4#- 1 
8.4#-% 4 +0. 950,?	-%	,0 AAA 	A	 199 	 A4J/#-.
/G+%% 8.G+38AJ 





	 #.2%#+A%/. 37.19 	#2	













,# 0A% A#5##3,/+A% 10,000 0+%,
	 -A%.2%##
3,/+?8+% 10,000 0+%,
	5?	3 8..2%#+A%#A	-/ +?8+% 10,000 05?	3#
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= .2%#+A%%@.+%
A#5+%,			$#8++%	%#	G+ α = 
0.01 
 













 3 @%	#0120	 .
+A%6,AC2%#8000+ 	D#
 
D2		 8.D	,J 	A	 90  6,/8000G#6/ 
A4J/#-.6,G+$	 8./G+ t -8000-% (Paired Test) 
@.50A% +@-/.?.	?
,%A	4%	 #2W. 46.7 
 0A+##W. 7.4 	 /. 4.0 +05,0
G#5 8./. 48.9 	#.2%#+ +%A	4%#.$
04.%A#0 6,+/. 63.4 #4..-
 8.#
+.?.	?
,	-G5/. 96.4 +#3,/A#W. 242,682 
0+% 8.#3,/.?.	?
,W. 56,733 0+% %A	DA.?
.	?
,	4A,2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5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	,

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,	/. 40-60 
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 200,000-284,000 +	 4
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	
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	,
	B ,	? 46 : 37 : 13 : 3 	$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3.1.1 ()6/) (Secondary Data)  
	5/#-.#@-/A0A#3A/8./A 	
JA#-/A/0
% ]IA/0A#5 A#-/A04/0 8.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
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 /#-.	/ 
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/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	5 (Census) 
2) 	!P()64/) 
@-/AE0A0A#/#-.6,#D$J02.  (Personal Interview) 
@-/0%8.@-/4	/,/	%6,/8000G#6/ 
(Structured Questionnaire) 0,/A/G#800, (Open  Ended Question) 8.
G#800, (Close- Ended Question) 0,/A 4 %A	,	? (D@	A) 
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40/#-.,/	A#53,/4	,,0A#5	 5 ,0 ,	? 
(#0-$J +-., 2551) 
 
  ,08		     A#4# 
5    #A#5#2, 
4    #A#5# 
3    #A#5 	. 
2    #A#5	/ 
1    #A#5	/2,  
 
3) 	%:	 (Pretest) 
4.@-/A3,/,0A#+,/		
?48./A @-/A3,/	8000G#,#J









	5?	?3,//A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$	  (Descriptive Statistics) 3,/8% 
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/$uJ,	? (#0-$J 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-., 2551) 
 
    %W.              A#4# 
4.50-5.00     #A#5#2, 
3.50-4.49     #A#5# 
2.50-3.49     #A#5	. 
1.50-2.49     #A#5	/ 
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,,	? (+ 4.1) 
1)  
.2%#+A%	 /. 66.0 4.
/. 34.0 	4  
2) 2 
.2%#+A%#2W. 35.8  #24A% 25-30 #2, /. 30.0 #2
4A% 31-35  /. 30.0 #24A% 36-40  /. 20.0  #24A% 41-45   
/. 10.0 #24A% 46-50  /. 8.0  8.#2#A% 50  /. 2.0   
3) ,05 
.2%#+A%#5,0+-G5/. 74.0 .#,0	2






.2%#+A% /. 36.0 #0$J	4A% 6-10  #2, 
.#/. 32.0  #0$J	4A% 11-15  /. 20.0 #0$J
	#A% 20  8./. 12.0 #0$J	4A% 16-20  8.#
0$J	W. 10.6   
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-    25 - 30 
-   31 - 35 
-   36 - 40 
-   41 - 45 
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- 6  10 
- 11  15 
- 16  20 
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5) +84	%	 
.2%#+A% /. 70.0 #+84	%@-/,Y<% 8./. 30.0 #+84	%
	/4	/Y<% 
6) 0/#-.%AA0,%	2. 
	%A	0/#-.%AA0,%	2.  .2%#+A%%A	4% 3#%3,/
0-/%AA0,%	 ,	/. 76.0 #/. 24.0 3,/#0-/%AA0
,%	 
7) 84.%0/#-.%AA0,%	2. 
.2%#+A%3,/0/#-.%AA0,%	2. /. 66.7 0-/0J,
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C2%/A.	,		C2 11 G5 15  #2,/. 
30.0 .#3,/8% 6-10  /. 28.0 A. 21-25  /. 20.0 8./A. 16-
20  /. 18.0  8.#A% 26  /. 4.0 6,#A.,		C2W. 15.3  
3) 	,@.+  
	,@.+D$uJC2%3,/8% 8@%	#A	 /. 50.0 .#
3,/8% 8% /. 46.0 	?/	 /. 28.0 8. ADS /. 2.0 
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- 6  10 
- 11  15 
- 16  20 
- 21  25 
- >  25 
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+.,8@%	#A	
@-/0% 0,/A .@.+ 84.%4	%8@%	#A	8.
+.,% 
	39
? 8.02D$uJ/ .,#,	? (+ 4.3) 
1) .@.+  
@-/0% #.@.+8@%	#A		,%A	 +?8+% 5,001- 
9,000 +	+%,
	 
 /. 80.0 .#
 .@.+ 3#%	 1,000 +	+%,
	 8.
#A% 9,000 +	+%,
	 /. 8.0 %	 8..@.+	/2, +?8+% 5,001 - 9,000 
+	+%,
	 /. 4.0 6,#.@.+W. 1,942.0 +	+%,
	 
2) 84.%4	%8@%	#A	8.+.,%  
@-/0%#84.%4	%8@%	#A	34	%+% 
%A	4% /. 96.0 6,#+.,%3,/8% 2<	 /. 83.3 .# 	/. 
75.0 G,#4= /. 41.7 4.+/ /. 29.2 26 /. 25.0 	/2, 
 #.9 































		 4.3 ()6%(		+6:6	6	%	:+&  
		 
	A	 
(N = 25) /. 
.@.+ (+	/,
	) 
- <  1,000 
- 1,001 -  5,000 
- 5,001  9,000 
- >  9,000 

























 - #.9 
- 4.+/ 
- 26 


























-  +-/			J 20 v2+ 












4.1.4 ()6%(		+6:6	6	%	:&  
	%A		?	@.5G5@.+ 8.+.,8%@-/0%
 0,/A .@.+ 84.%4	%8%8.+.,% 
	39
?
 8.02D$uJ/ .,#,	? (+ 4.4) 
1) .@.+  
@-/0% #.@.+8% 	,%A	 +?8+% 1,001 - 
5,000 +	+%,
	 #2, /. 65.2 .# #.@.+3#%	 1,000 +	+%,
	 
/. 21.7 #.@.+#A% 9,000 +	+%,
	 /. 8.7 8..@.++?8+% 
5,001 - 9,000 +	+%,
	 /. 4.4 6,#.@.+W. 2,434.0 +	+%,
	  
2) 84.%4	%8%8.+.,%  
@-/0%#84.%4	%8%3+%%A	4% /. 
87.0 6,#+.,%3,/8% 	/. 100.0 .# 2<	 /. 75.0 G,#
4.+/ /. 60.0 4= /. 50.0 26 /. 40.0 	/2, 
 #.9 /. 






?%A	4%	 FOB  










 CIF /. 55.0 8.	/2, 















		 4.4 ()6%(		+6:6	6	%	:&  
		 
	A	 
(N = 23) /. 
.@.+ (+	/,
	) 
- <  1,000 
- 1,001 -  5,000 
- 5,001 -  9,000 
- >  9,000 



























































- +-/			J 20 v2+ 













 0,/A .@.+ 84.%4	%	?/	8.+.,% 
	39
?
 8.02D$uJ/ .,#,	? (+ 4.5) 
1) .@.+  
@-/0% #.@.+	,%A		/A% +?8+% 1,001 - 
5,000 +	+%,
	 /. 71.4 .# #.@.+ #A% 9,000 +	+%,
	 /. 
21.4 8..@.+ +?8+% 5,001 - 9,000 +	+%,




@-/0%%A	4% /. 92.9 %	?/	3+% 6,#
+.,%#2, 3,/8% 	 /. 100.0 .# #.9 /. 92.3 4.+/ 
/. 30.8 8.	/2, 







FOB #2, /. 84.6 .# 
 CIF /. 46.2 
4) 02D$uJ/ 
@-/0%	?/	#%6,02D$uJ/	 G2@/0 (Flexi 
Bag) 8. 028EJ ,	/. 85.7 %	 02D$uJ/	/2, 















		 4.5 ()6%(		+6:6	6	%.		(  
		 
	A	 




- 1,001 -  5,000 
- 5,001 -  9,000 
- >  9,000 















































- G2@/0 (Flexi Bag) 
- 02 ISO Tank 
- 028EJ 

















4.2 	 !6	 :6&	,$(&	,	&	*		 
 #D$J@-/0%#%@%	,%	2.	
4A,. 	A	 50  3,/#%3,%	,09J 	A	 40  
%






/,%	,09J#2, /. 96.0 8.#/
%
.	%	/2, 






 /. 8.7 
	?/	 	#.
/,%	, 	% /. 71.4 .#3,/8% 
,%	,09J /. 21.4 8.#/%
.	%	/2,









%#2, /. 78.3 .#




 /. 8.7 /G02   
	?/	 #AC	%6	3,%	6,/G02/. 71.4 .#

 /.  21.4 /G028.G3v 8.	/2,
 /. 7.1 /G028.













		 4.6 	!68,$(%&	 :6-	& 












,%	./+?6	 ,	/. 20.0 8..
,%	#%/%,%	
2.+ ,	/. 4.0 (+ 4.7) 
 
		 4.7 ^,	!68,$(%&	& 
^,	!68,$(%&	& 
	 

























RSS STR Latex 

































































 ,+#/	%	/ ,	/. 74.0 .#

 
	0		/ ,	/. 26.0  
5) #/+A8	 
40#/+A8	@-/0%?4#, #/	
?	+	r0+C%	/ %A	/. 74.0 	?	+	+#/	
%	/ 8.?	+	
	0		/ /. 26.0 (+ 4.8) 
 































 3,/8% A.	/0 A#4##A.	4/0 8.A.	
4/04## (+ 4.9) 
1) A.	/0  
@-/0%#A.	/0#A% 60 	+%? ,
	/. 64.0 .#
 #A.	/0 40- 60 	+%? ,	/. 






@-/0%4/4+2@.A.	/0 95/. 76.0 




 30 	+%? ,	 /. 58.0 8. 40 	
+%? ,	 /. 42.1  
 
		 4.9 !6	,	,3(	 
		 	 
(N = 50) 
(6 
A.	/0 (	+%?) 
- < 40 
- 40  60 



















- 30  
- 40  















,+%3	? %02	/ 3,200  0+%+-/ %+-/	/ 850 0+%+-/  %02	//+-/ 
600 0+%+-/ %,		% (3-#.9) 1,300 0+%+-/  %D4	/% (THC) 
3,200 0+%+-/  %0+%	/ (B/L) 800 0+%+-/  %	%G	G3v,09J3
%
	  2,750 0+%+-/  %	4J (Cess) 28,800 0+%+-/  %C#	#0@%	,%	
  
51
2. 40 0+%+-/  %0 C/O 140 0+%+-/  00.,+-
 (Phytosanitor) 500 
0+%+-/  %C#	#C	 (Advising L/C) 800 0+%+-/  %+A.%	G	 470 
0+%+-/  %A#,+-/ W. 100 0+%+-/ %A
 (%
	3	) 4,290 0






+-/  %+-/	/ 450 0+%+-/  %02	//+-/ 600 0+%+-/  %@%	% 500 0+%+-/  %
+-/	/ 90 0+%+-/  %,		% () 350 0+%+-/ %D4	/% (THC) 
2,600 0+%+-/ %0+%	/ (B/L) 800 0+%+-/  %	4J (Cess) 28,000  0+%
+-/  %C#	#0@%	,%	2.  40 0+%+-/  %0 C/O 140 0+%+-/  00.,
+-
 (Phytosanitor) 500 0+%+-/  %C#	#C	 (Advising L/C) 800 0+%+-/ %
+A.%	G	 470 0+%+-/  %A#,+-/ 100 0+%+-/  %A
 (%
 









%+-/	/,%	,09J 850 0+%+-/ %A	%
.%+-/	/ 450 
0+%+-/ #%A	+% 400 0+%+-/ %,		%,%	,09J	%,		?
Y1|3 8.#.9 1,300 0+%+-/ %A	%
.#%,		% () 	3 
 350 0 %D4	/% (THC) ,%	,09J  3,200 0+%+-/ %A	%
.
%D4	/% (THC)  2,600 0+%+-/ #%A	+% 600 0+%+-/ %	%G	G3v
,09J3%




%02	/,%	,09J 3,200 0+%+-/ %A	%02	/%

. 4,500 0+%+-/  #
	#008./A#%A	+% 1,300 0+%+-/%A	 









	)  13,200 0+%+-/ #%A	+%		A	 8,910 0+%+-/ 6,2C8./A%/%,%	 
,09J+A%%














- %,		% (3-#.9)* 
- %@%	%* 
-  %+-/	/ 
- %,		% ()* 
-  %D4	/% (THC) 
- %0+%	/ (B/L) 
- %	%G	G3v,09J3%
	* 
- %	4J (cess) 
- %C#	#0@%	,%	2. 
-  %0 C/O* 
-00.,+-
 (Phytosanitory)* 































































 47,040 53,140 6,100 








5	 5 ,/	 ,	? 1) ,/	G	8.8A,./# 2) ,/	#	CJ 3) ,/	
0A	0 4) ,/	/4	/@-/4/08. 5) ,/	A#5@-/0








000/ A#.,D	4/0 #,0A#5	,0# 6,#
8		A#5W. 3.68 3.75 3.75 8. 3.70 +#.,0 %A	2$J4/0#A#
/# 2$J4/0#A#	# 2$J4/0#A# #A#5






A#5	/ 6,#8		A#5W. 2.03 8. 2.08 +#.,0 %A	A#
G-+//#-. 8.A##G	/G5/#-.#,0A#5	.6,#






03,/0 #,0A#5#6,#8		A#5W. 3.78 3.88 3.50 8. 
3.73 +#.,0 %A	4/0,/	A#A,EA	4/0 ,0A#5
	.6,#8		A#5W. 3.48  
4) ,/	/4	/@-/4/0 
@-/0%A#5+%4/0,%	,09J,/	
-,2DC, 8+%2D A+A4## 0,/AA#+E#A,EA 8.
% /4	/#A#-/A##G A#/4	/ #,0A#5#
  
54
6,#8		A#5W. 3.78 3.63 3.73 8. 3.65 +#.,0 %A	,/	4//#-.
%A/4	/#A#,	4/0 #,0A#5	. 6,#












	4/0 2$J4/0#A#/# 2$J4/0#A#	# 8.
2$J4/0#A# #A#5	,0	.6,#8		A#5
W.%	























/4	/#A#,	 /4	/#A#-/A##G 8.A#/4	/ #,0
A#5	. 6,#8		A#5W.%	







8		A#5W. 3.25  
 
















?	04/0   
- A#






























































































































































	*H*,&	,3(	,/	* 3.93 # 3.25 	. 
 
4.4 ^3	 :6 ,	&	+)(	&	*		 
	%A	14 8.2	%	?	 @-/0%
 %A	4% /. 92.0 3#%02A%#14	% 8.#/. 8.0 
02A%#14 8.2 (+ 4.12)  
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